
Images showing impact of Nominee’s work 

 

Green Week and Climate Online Campaign Event 

 

A screenshot image showing the impact of the nminee’s Green Week and Climate Online Campaign reaching a total number of 

31, 744 people with relevant climate information. 

The Green Club Kids 

 

The Climate Kids showcasing their placards during The Greenwalk hosted in commemoration with Lagos State Government. The 

Climate Kids are members of the Green clubs set up in primary and secondary schools. 

Community Centers for Clean Energy and Education project. Location Shao, Kwara State 



A cross section of widows that we trained on climate resilient 

methods of cultivating cassava 

The nominee laying the foundation for the construction 

of the Clean Cassava Processing factory 

 The nominee set up and supervised the construction of the 

cassava processing factory to enable the women process cassava using cleaner energy sources. 



 

The nominee trained women on using cleaner methods of fuel for cooking and for processing cassava. The image 

shows a safer and renewable method of cooking using clay pot and briqquettes. 

 The nominee trained the women on cleaner 

metthods of cassava processing 



One of the Beneficiaries

 The nominee models what good leadership 

should be about by working with the women to process cassava the cleaner way. 



 The nominee models what good leadership 

should be about by working with the women to process cassava the cleaner way. 

 

  

Image showing happy widow (beneficiary) who has successfully practiced what she has been taught and produced 

Garri by making use of the briqquette on clay pot 



  

The nominee poses with the women executives for the clean cassava factory. She established the association to 

enable the women have a structure on which to build their new business. 

 

Climate aware Teachers Training Program 

Image taken during the first pilot of the 

nominees Climate Aware teachers training program to train teachers on the basics of climate change. 

Climate Leaders Educational Program 

During the Climate Leaders Educational 

Program. 135 young people signed up to be trained as climate ambassabors and pledged to join our organization 

Climate Smart Nigeria to educate the people in their spheres of influence. 



 Inspired youths at the Climate 

Leaders Educational Program, a second arm of ‘Conserving the environment and Biodiversity’ event held on World 

Environment Day by CSN. 

Clean Energy Action 

  

To attain a sustainable environment through transportation, we launched the CEA in partnership with Ketos Energy. Our 

partner is shown here posing with the hybrid tricycle which will greatly reduce the emmission of fossil fuel and improve the 

economy by helping riders save more money. 

 



 A closer look at the hybrid tricycle fully powered by 

batteries. This is a move to ensure that we play our part to combat Climate Change by promoting and utilizing renewable 

energy sources of power. 

 

Others 

 

 The National Manager for Power For All; our development partner 

organization endorses our book 

 

 



 The nominee poses with Kids 

from one of the partner secondary schools after training them on ‘Understanding Climate Change 

 Students from the nominee’s partner 

school poses with the textbooks. 



  An on going training session on Climate 

change which involved students and teachers from 5 secondary schools 

 The Green Business 

tools. Image shows the Green Biofuel made from saw dust and water hyacinth to replace kerosine and the Clean cook stove 

manufactured by the nominee’s partner organization – Carbon Credit Network. Entrepreneurs are trained on the usage of the 

items and encouraged to use it themselves in order to market it to others. 



 The nominee trains students of secondary schools on The concept of climate 

change using her illustrated book at the Lagos State book festival. 

 



 Karen from Geo Sun company, a partner organization endorses and poses 

with our book after purchasing it. 

 



  

One of the nomiinee’s team member speaks to a visitor who came by their stand explaining the book to him and the 

importance of climate change education and encouraging him to purchase it for his kids. 

 

The nominees speaking enggement at the Nigerian Alternative Energy Expo where she spoke on topic – Empowering Women 

and Youth with Renewabe Energy’ She spoke about her work and partnerships with Carbon credit network raisng Green 

entrepreneurs promoting green transportation via the partnership with Ketos energy Green tricycle. She aslo thought the 

participants who are from development organizations and clean energy companies on how to make briquettes which is a 

cleaner alternative to firewood which can be used to emower rural women as a rural program or a company CSR initiative. 



 The nomine and her team 

members poses for a picture by their stand at the NAEE program. At their stand they received visitors and told them about their 

work promoting the learning of climate change and the intervention of renewable energy. They educated people on how they 

can join their organization as volunteer climate ambassadors to help spread the awareness in their areas of influence. They 

approached companies to support their schools program and sponsor for schools to receive the climate education training for 

students and get the books for free. 

 The nominee explains the book and 

curricular to a prospective donor who later purchased 50 copies to be given free to schools and students for their use. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

The nominee is recognized for her efforts and is selected as a judge for the Hult Prize challenge. The Hult prize is a program in 

partnership with United Nations seeking to identify and fund innovative social enterprizes that adresses social problems. Each 

year University students are challenged to come up with solutions adressing problems in the area of the the topic selected for 

the year. 

 The nominee participates in the Hult Prize 

challenge, a programm in partnership with the United nations where she served as a judge and helped select the most 

innovative business that adresses the problem of energy. Here she posed with the winning team of 2 and her fellow judges; the 

2 young men by the extreme left and right. 



 The Nominee is invited as speaker 

alongside Nigeria President Buhari at the Nigeria Alternative Energy Expo. 

 The Nminee met with President 

Obama and shook hands with him at the Mandela Washington Fellowship program of President Obama of which she is a 

recipient. The image shows the brief moment after he shook her hands. 



The nominee’s organization partners with government and another 

NGO to organize a symposium on the importaance of climate change education. Seondary schools and their heads participated 

in the event and the Head of Department for Evironmental studies at the University of Abuja delivered the keynote adress. 

 


